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Lomiko Metals (C$ 0.045)
TSX.V

: LMR

H + L prices (12 months)

: C$ 0.31 – 0.04

Net shares issued
Fully diluted shares

: 63.4 million
: 105.2 million

Market Capitalization

: C$ 2.75 million

2019 price target: C$ 0.20 *
(* see disclaimer)

Company profile
Lomiko Metals (“Lomiko”) is engaged in the exploration and evaluation stage of resource properties and
the investment in power supply products with a specific focus on graphite properties.
The Company’s most advanced property is its 80%-owned (20% Canada Strategic Metals) La Loutre Flake
Graphite Project located in Quebec, which contains 18.4 million Indicated tonnes grading 3.19% graphite with 16.7 million Inferred tonnes grading 3.75% graphite at a 1.5% cut-off rate (not NI 43-101 compliant).
Other principal asses are the Vines Lake Property in the Cassiar region of British Columbia, the QuatreMilles Project and the Lac-des-Isles Graphite Project, both in Quebec.
In addition, Lomiko has a business relationship and invested with Graphene Energy Storage Devices
(Graphite ESD Corp).
Lomiko Metals expects to complete a Preliminary Economic Assessment (“PEA”)for La Loutre by next May
after having carried out a 2,000-metre 26 drill hole on the Property.
The Company’s wholly-owned subsidiary Lomiko Technologies is an 18.5% holder of SHD Smart Phone
Devices, which produces three electronic products and a 20% holder of Promethieus Technologies.
The Company has scheduled an IPO of Promethieus in the second week of January 2019.
On November 7, 2018, Lomiko completed a private placement of 23,4 million units at C$ 0.05 per unit for
gross proceeds of approximately C$ 1.167 million. Each unit will be comprised of one share and one share
purchase warrant, with each warrant exercisable at a price of C$ 0.10 for a period of 2 years from closing.
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Overview of Projects
➢ La Loutre Flake Graphite Project
The La Loutre Flake Graphite Property consists of contiguous claim blocks totalling approximately 2,867,29
hectares (28.67 km²) situated approximately 53 km east of Imerys Carbon and Graphite, formerly known as
the Timcal Graphite Mine, North America’s only operating graphite mine and 117 km northwest of Montreal.

In January 2018, Lomiko and Canada Strategic Metals announced a drill permit has been received for a
2,000 metre, 25 drill hole program on the La Loutre Property. The drilling program will be managed by Consul-Teck Exploration of Val d’Or, Quebec.
In February 2018, Lomiko and Canada Strategic announced a resource for La Loutre of 18.4 million tonnes
of 3.1 % Cg Indicated and 16.7 million tonnes at 3.75% Cg Inferred, with a cut-off of 1.5%.
The sensitivity table also features 4.1 million tonnes of 6.5% Indicated and 6.2 million tonnes of 6.1% Flake
Graphite Inferred with a cut-off of 3%.
The Resource is calculated on the Graphite Battery Zone only and does not include high-grade intercepts of
31.50 metres of 13.09 % Cg, 44.1 metres of 16.81 % Cg, 11.08 metres of 14.56% Cg, 22 metres of 17.08%
Cg, 90.75 metres of 9% Cg reported from the Refractory Zone.
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The Refractory Zone mineralization appears to be 200 metres wide, have a current strike length of over 400
metres in a north-west to south-east direction and is open in both directions.
Lomiko currently owns 80% of the La Loutre Flake Graphite Property to be increased to 100% subject to a
2% NSR issuance of 750,000 shares and completion of C$ 1,125,000 work.

Scheduled events as a catalyst for 2019
● December 21, 2018: Announcement of seed round for Promethieus
● January 9 – 12, 2019: Announcement IPO of Promethieus
● January 2019: Drill program planned for La Loutre
● January 24, 2019: Announcement of further investments by Promethieus
● February 26, 2019: Announcement new resource
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Management
A. Paul Gill — CEO, President of AJS Management, a company providing management consulting to private
and public companies. From November 2003 to October 2006 he was heavily involved in the dynamic growth
stage of Norsemont Mining as an Officer and Director, V.P. Business Development, while the Company grew
from a market capitalization of $ 1 million to $ 50 million with a final buyout of $ 52 million. Mr. Gill is also Director of 3D Lab, CEO of Lomiko Technologies and an advisor to publicly listed Altair Resources.
Jacqueline Michael — CFO, has over 20 years of financial and administrative experience. In 1988, she cofounded the Conac Group, a software development company for construction management, where she acted
as president and CEO. In 1997, Mrs. Michael was successful in taking the company public on the CDNX Exchange and helped raise over $ 5 million in private placement financings. She has acted as the President and
CEO for public companies for over 10 years.
Julius Galik — Director, business man and financial advisor with PFSL, has been involved in start-up situation within the mining exploration industry in Western Canada since 2002 and during the past 8 years has
been instrumental in the development and financing of various small capitalized companies, both private and
public. Between 2006-2007, Mr. Galik served as Director of publicly listed Dorex Minerals and in September
2009 was elected Dorex President and CEO.
Brian Gusko – Director, has significant international business experience at the highest level. He was the
CFO of UC Resources an emerging producer of silver and gold in Mexico. Years ago Mr. Gusko was a research associate with the U.S. Department of Commerce at an embassy posting. His international experience
includes working in Corporate Planning with a Mitsubishi Group company in Tokyo, Product Management at a
Vodafone spin-off in the Netherlands, and being Managing Director of Palm South Africa’s wireless subsidiary. Mr. Gusko received a Bachelor of Arts in Biology (1990) from Carleton University, and an MBA from the
University of Calgary (2003). He currently serves on the Board of Directors of Emergent Waste Solutions and
is a Partner at Vancouver-based Sustainable Capital Corporation, a capital markets advisory firm.

Finance
On November 7, 2018, Lomiko completed a private placement of 23.4 million units at C$ 0.05 per unit for
gross proceeds of approximately C$ 1.167 million. Each unit will be comprised of one share and one share
purchase warrant, with each warrant exercisable at a price of C$ 0.10 for a period of 2 years from closing.

Investment comments:
With a specific focus on graphite properties, Lomiko’s most advanced property is its 80%-owned (20% Canada Strategic Metals) La Loutre Flake Graphite Project located in Quebec, which contains 18.4 million Indicated tonnes grading 31.9% graphite with 16.7 million Inferred tonnes grading 3.75% graphite at a 1.5% cutoff rate (not NI 43-101 compliant).
Lomiko expects to complete a PEA for the La Loutre Graphite Flake Property next May after having carried
out a 2,000 metre, 25 drill hole program on the Property which, if successful, could result in a significant upgrade of the Company’s currently depressed market valuation of just C$ 2.0 million, thereby offering a high
investment leverage potential.
My 2019 price target is C$ 0.20
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► Graphite - one of the vital battery metals to benefit from surging shortage
There are 3 types of graphite: Flake, Amorpheus and Vein.
Because of its unique structure graphite has a stellar combination of
properties: for example, it is flexible, highly refractory, chemically alert
and has high thermal and electrical conductivity.
Today, Flake graphite is the type of graphite that has the most interest of the industry, because it is the type of graphite that the Tesla 3
model requires for its lithium-ion battery giga-factory and also to be
used by international prominent makers.
Benchmark Mineral Intelligence has said that if it reaches its target
capacity of 35 GWh by 2020, it may need 25,000 tonnes per year of
lithium, 12,500 tonnes per year of flake graphite, 45,000 tonnes per year of spherical graphite and 7,000
tonnes per year of cobalt.
Fuel cells use even more graphite than lithium-ion batteries and might replace combustion engines as a more
efficient means of converting fuel to energy. Fuel cells of all sized are also making their way into the personal
electronics sector and even into the utilities sector.
Flake graphite is also an essential part of vanadium-redox battery technology, with nearly 300 tonnes of flake
graphite per 1,000 megawatts of required storage,
Fine- and medium-flake graphite are typically used to produce Spherical Graphite. Large-flake graphite is
used in expandable graphite and rose by 25% in October 2017 to average $ 98 per tonne.
For the first time in over 5 years consistent increases in pricing due to supply-side pressures are seen. At the
same time, the emergence of new demand from value-added applications such as expandable graphite and
spherical graphite for lithium-ion batteries are seen.

► Graphite pricing 2018
While prices for lithium and cobalt have soared un 2016 and 2017, respectively, anticipating surging demand
for electric cars, prices for other metals stayed behind, including graphite.
At the start of 2017, China removed its export duty, which dragged prices to new lows. Subsequently, the
environmental restriction the country has imposed on production have had the opposite effect, that has created some major challenges for the country’s producers moving forward.
The Environmental Protection Law introduced by the Chinese government at the end of 2016 to tax producers
that flout environmental measures which came into force on January 1,2018, began to have an impact on
supplies.

With the Chinese government also conducting a second round of inspections in Shandong province in May,
these efforts to curb pollution led to reduced supply of needle coke, a key feedstock material used for manufacturing graphite electrodes.
By October 2017 prices were in the rise for the first time since mid-2016. According to Roskill Fine flake
graphite rose by 36%, at the time, hitting an average of $ 803 tonne, while Medium-flake prices increased by
25% in October to average $ 998 per tonne.
Due to now seeing consistent increases in prices due to supply-side pressures, at the same time there is an
emergency of new demand from value-added applications such as expandable graphite and spherical
graphite for lithium-ion batteries.
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► China - by far the world’s largest graphite producer
Top-10 graphite producing countries in 2016
(in Mt)
China
India
Brazil
Turkey
North Korea
Mexico
Canada
Russia
Norway
Madagascar
Total

2016

in %

780,000
170,000
80,000
32,000
30,000
22,000
21,000
15,000
8,000
8,000
_______
1,166,000

66.0
14.0
7.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
1.3
0.7
0.7
_______
100

At the start of 2017, China removed is export duty,
which dragged prices to new lows. Subsequently,
the environment restrictions the country has imposed on production have had the opposite effect
that has created some major challenges for the
country’s producers moving forward.
According to the US Geological Survey, China
accounted for 66% of world graphite production
and 35% of consumption last year.
In Mozambique, Syrah Resources has built the
Balama Graphite Operation and is now operating
the largest national graphite mine in the world,
which achieved first production in November 2017
and the project transitioned into operations at the
start of 2018.
Fiscal year production target is 101 – 106 kt.

Fines (mesh-size – 100) achieved US$ 375 – 700 t, current fine prices achieved by Syrah continues to be
influenced by China’s domestic market fundamentals (domestic supply) and demand balance relative to the
international balance at any given point in time, as well as inland logistic costs and VAT.
Coarse flake (mesh sizes +50, +80 t 100) price range achieved US$ 500 – 700, with current prices for
coarse material reflected in both te China domestic and international markets.
Valued at US$ 420 million, Syrah Resources (ASX – SYR) is by far the world’s top ranked listed graphite
company, followed by Magnis Emergy Technologies, focused on Tanzania (US$ 139 million), Mason
Graphite (TSX.V – LLG), focused on Quebec, Canada (US$ 66 million), and Talga Resources (ASX – TLG),
focused on Sweden (US$ 64 million).
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In the period of January – August 2018, global passenger electric vehicle sales were just below 1.1 million
(+56%). China accounted for 51% of sales (537,000 units, +62%).
In the same period, total passenger EV battery sales were 34 GWh (+82%), including record monthly sales of
GWh in August (+104%).
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